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Why Use Solid State Detectors? 

•  Surest way to improve sensitivity below 10-46 cm2 

  Radioactive background is known, small, fixed,  
•  No diffusion 

  Excellent background rejection due to high signal-to-noise 
  Modularity provides robustness, ease of calibrations 

•  Highest number of quanta 
  105 phonons per keV 
  300 e-h pairs per keV 
  vs. ~40 photons per keV   

for liquid nobles 

•  Robust low threshold 
•  Better exploitation in 

future (low-noise readout) 
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Dark Matter in CCDs (DAMIC) 

•  Target consists of nuclei in silicon pixel detectors of thick 
(250 µm, 0.5 g) CCDs cooled to -150 C to reduce noise 
  40 eVee energy threshold 
  “Skipper CCD” and digital 

filtering may reduce x10 

•  Fiducial-volume cuts    
based on amount of 
diffusion as holes drifted 
suppress external X-rays  

B. Kilminster, FNAL 
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Dark Matter in CCDs (DAMIC) 

•  Target consists of nuclei in silicon pixel detectors of thick 
(250 µm, 0.5 g) CCDs cooled to -150 C to reduce noise 
  40 eVee energy threshold 
  “Skipper CCD” and digital 

filtering may reduce x10 

•  Fiducial-volume cuts  
•  107 g days at shallow site 

provide world’s best limits 
for MW < 3.3 GeV/c2 

•  10 g at SNOLAB now with 
poly shielding, cleaner 
materials expected to 
reduce dominant neutron 
background by 20x 

DAMIC 
(NUMI) 

CRESST 2001 

DAMA/LIBRA 
Excess 

CoGent 

Xenon 100 

DAMIC 
(SNOLAB) 

•  Goals of 100 g ($5M) at SNOLAB and DAMIC-SOUTH 
B. Kilminster, FNAL 
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P-type Point Contact Ge Detectors: PPCs 

J. Collar 

Energy (keVee) 
PRL 107,141301 (2011) 

 
•  Energy depositions near surface 

can be rejected by slow rise 
times 

•  CoGeNT:  1 Ge crystal (440 g) 
at the Soudan mine (data Dec 
2009 – March 2011 ) shows an 
excess of events at low energies 
(PRL 107, 141301 (2011)) 

•  Also hint of annual modulation  
in the event rate (2.8 σ)             
[PRL 107, 141301 (2011), arXiv:1208.5737] 

•  607 days new data and counting 

•  Small detector capacitance allows 
~400 eVee energy threshold  

PRL 107,141301 (2011) 
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PPCs Future: C4 & MAJORANA Demonstrator 

•  C4: planned four ~1 kg Ge detectors, but not funded 
  LDRD-financed design of low-noise cryostat to reduce threshold to 

~100 eVee 

Giovanetti et al, Journal of Physics: Conference Series 375 (2012) 012014 (TAUP 2011) 

•  MJD: Primary goal 0νββ, 
plan 40 kg of Ge PPCs 
by end of 2014 
  Expect background to be 

dominated by cosmogenic 
3H in Ge 

  Ultraclean setup results in 
negligible gamma 
backgrounds 
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Phonons and Ionization or Scintillation 

SuperCDMS 
Soudan 
10 kg     
5e-9 pb 

CRESST	  	  
Gran	  Sasso	  
>10x	  lower	  
backgrounds	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  

Ge Phonons + Ionization CaWO4	  Phonons	  
+	  ScinAllaAon	  athermal W TES  thermal NTD 

SuperCDMS 
SNOLAB 
200 kg     
8e-11 pb 

2012 
 
2013 
 
2014 
 
2015 
 
2016 
 
2017 
 
2018 
 
2019 
 
2020 
 
2021 

Modane 
10-32 kg     
2e-9 pb 

150 - 1000 kg  
3e-10 to  
2e-11 pb 

MOU since 2009 
Increasing 
collaboration 
towards common 
experiment 
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300g 
scintillating 

CaWO4 crystal 

β+γ 

α 

O 
W 

W sensor 

Light detector W sensor 

Light reflector 
(scintillating) 

CRESST-II: Phonons and Scintilation 

• Nuclear recoils much smaller light yield than electron recoils 
• susceptibility to events that cause phonons but no light 
(“crackophonics,” 206Pb recoils from 210Po α-decays in clamps surface) 

• 8 CaWO4 modules run June 2009 - April 2011, 730 kg days 

W. Seidel 

Clamps 

arXiv:1109.0702 
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•  Known backgrounds (~40 events) unable to explain observed 
67 events 

 

•  New physics run in preparation aimed at background reduction: 
  Modification of the clamps to reduce α and Pb-recoils backgrounds 
  Installation of additional internal neutron shielding 
  Should confirm or rule out WIMP hypothesis, but achieving low enough 

backgrounds for future ton-scale experiment unclear 
06.09.2011 

Results from 730 kg days of the CRESST-II Dark Matter Search                                                     
Federica Petricca on behalf of the CRESST collaboration 

CRESST Results and Plans 

17 

  But large systematic 
on α / Pb-recoils 
backgrounds 
(Astropart. Phys. 36, 
1, 77–82) 

F. Petricca, J. Jochum 
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M2 

M1 

•  Known backgrounds (~40 events) unable to explain observed 
67 events 

06.09.2011 
Results from 730 kg days of the CRESST-II Dark Matter Search                                                     

Federica Petricca on behalf of the CRESST collaboration 

CRESST Results and Plans 

F. Petricca, J. Jochum 

  But large systematic 
on α / Pb-recoils 
backgrounds 
(Astropart. Phys. 36, 
1, 77–82) 

•  New physics run in preparation aimed at background reduction: 
  Modification of the clamps to reduce α and Pb-recoils backgrounds 
  Installation of additional internal neutron shielding 
  Should confirm or rule out WIMP hypothesis, but achieving low enough 

backgrounds for future ton-scale experiment unclear 
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•  EDELWEISS-II Interdigitated 
Detectors (ID’s) provide effective 
rejection of surface events 
  Ionization collected all on one side of 

detector instead of on both  

•  Improved EDELWEISS-III FID 
detectors interdigitate the sides too 

EDELWEISS-II and –III: Phonons and Ionization"
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•  Reduce (α,n) neutron background (~3 events in EDW-II) 
by better material selection, ~10 cm polyethylene shield 

 

  Increase fiducial volume from 40% to 80% 
  Allow detector mass to be increased from 

400 g to 800 g (double height) 
  Reduce gamma-ray background (~1 bkg 

event in EDW-II) from multiple Compton 
scatter with part in the guard region (had 
been low field + poor charge collection) 

J. Gascon 
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EDELWEISS-III Plans"
•  Calibration run with 6 FIDs starting October 2012 
•  Run with 14 FIDs starting February 2013 

  Commissioning, large-statistics gamma calibration, more beta calibration 

•  Run with 40 starting in summer/autumn 2013 
•  First 3000 kgd by next winter, then 3000 kgd per 6 months 
•  Resolutions are improving with new electronics 

  900 eV -> 650 eV for ionization, 1.25 -> <1 keV for heat 
  500 eV achieved in tests (HEMT R&D to go down to 300 eV?) 

•  Expect average 10 keV threshold  
  Sensitivity for 3000 kgd to 3-4x10-9pb 
  3 keV thresholds on a few R&D detectors is possible (HEMT) 

•  Range of background from internal neutrons limits total 
exposure to 4500 kgd (2.5x10-9 pb at 15 keV) to 12000 kgd 
(10-9 pb at 15 keV) 

J. Gascon 
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SuperCDMS: Ionization & Athermal Phonons"

•  Additional info from phonon sensors 
  xyz information from energy partition, timing 

•  Phonon guard ring to reject high-radius 
surface events 

25 keV electron event 
near top surface 

 
 

25 keV nuclear recoil 
event  in bulk 

 
 

•  Interdigitated electrodes similar to EDELWEISS 
  As shown in Jeter Hall’s talk, already demonstrated rejection of surface 

events good enough for SuperCDMS SNOLAB experiment 
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SuperCDMS SNOLAB R&D 

•  Scale up detectors 
•  Demonstrate 

  Procurement 
  Fabrication 
  Testing 
  Production (6 det/

mo) 

•  Improve readout 
  Tower engineering 
  New SQUID arrays 
  JFETHEMT 

•  SNOLAB facility 
  Shielding design 
  Cryogenic system 
  Neutron veto 

SuperCDMS Soudan           SuperCDMS SNOLAB 

2 charge  + 2 charge 
4 phonon  + 4 phonon 

2.5 cm thick 
3”diameter 
620 g Ge 

3.3 cm thick 
4”diameter 
1.38 kg Ge 

2 charge  + 2 charge 
6 phonon  + 6 phonon 

5 towers of 3 det each 24 towers of 6 det each 
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SuperCDMS SNOLAB Sensitivity 

  Neutron veto/monitor 
under consideration to 
reduce uncertainty, 
dependence on 
shielding radiopurity 

  Design study suggests 
90% effective 

•  200 kg for 4 years 
yields sensitivity        
σSI < 8 x 10-47 cm2  for 
60 GeV/c2 WIMP 

•  Neutron backgrounds primary concern 
  Cosmogenic background kept small by added depth of SNOLAB 
  Careful materials selection/screening to reduce radiogenic neutrons 
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Lowering Thresholds with Athermal Phonons 

Single excitation 
sensitivity should be 
possible, greatly 
improving sensitivity 
to sub-GeV dark 
matter! (arXiv:1108.5383) 
 

•  For Tc= 20 mK: x125 
better energy 
resolution than 
CDMS! 

•  ~100 eV  < 1 eV 
•  Harder cryogenics, 

new recipe for Tc 

�E / T 3
cOnly recently was it realized that  

M. Pyle, Stanford dissertation 2009 
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Sensitivity to sub-GeV Dark Matter 

5
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FIG. 2: The cross section exclusion reach (left axis) at 95% confidence level for 1 kg·year of exposure, assuming only the
irreducible neutrino background. This corresponds to the cross section for which 3.6 events are expected after 1 kg·year. The
right axis shows the event rate assuming a cross section of ⇤e = 10�37 cm2. Results are shown for xenon (blue), argon (red),
germanium (brown), and helium (green) targets. Left: Models with no DM form-factor. The green shaded area indicates
the allowed region for U(1)D (hidden photon) models with mAD

>⇥ 10 MeV. The orange shaded area is the region in which a
particular model of “MeV” DM can explain the INTEGRAL 511 keV ⇥-rays from the galactic bulge [9]. Right: Models with
a very light scalar or vector mediator, for which FDM = �2m2

e/q
2. The blue region indicates the allowed parameter space for a

hidden U(1)D model with a very light (⇤ keV) hidden photon. The darker blue band corresponds to the “Freeze-In” region.
For illustration, constant gD contours are shown with dashed lines, assuming mAD = 8 MeV and ⌅ = 2� 10�3 (left plot) and
mAD = 1 meV and ⌅ = 7� 10�9 (right plot). For more details see the text and the Appendix.

ber of very low energy events. This e⇥ect was ob-
served for single-electron events in ZEPLIN-II [31] and
Xenon10 [32, 33]. One possible explanation is the sec-
ondary ionization of impurities (e.g. oxygen) or of xenon
atoms by primary scintillation photons. Such a back-
ground could be reduced by vetoing events occurring too
close in time to a large event. Another possible explana-
tion is that electrons captured by impurities may eventu-
ally be released and detected a significant time after the
primary event that produced them. The long lifetime of
ionized impurities (e.g. an O�

2 ion takes several seconds
to drift to the anode in ZEPLIN-II) may limit the e⇥ec-
tiveness of a timing veto, and in this case improvements
in purification would be important.

Neutrons. Current direct detection experiments are ef-
fective at shielding against neutron backgrounds. Modi-
fication of existing designs to minimize the very low en-
ergy neutron scattering relevant for LDM detection could
yield further improvements.

Neutrinos. Neutrino scattering with electrons and nu-
clei generates a small but irreducible background. As
with WIMP searches, this may set the ultimate limit to
the reach of LDM direct detection experiments. The neu-
trino background is overwhelmingly dominated by solar
neutrinos, which are theoretically well understood but
only partially measured. Solar neutrinos have typical en-
ergies between 100 keV and 20 MeV and scatter with a
rate given by:

dR

dER
=

� ⇥

Emin
�

dE�
d��

dE�

d�

dER
, (14)

where Emin
� � 1

2 (ER +
⇥
E2

R + 2ERm) is the minimal
neutrino energy required to recoil a particle of mass m
with energy ER, d�/dER is the scattering cross section,
and d��/dE� is the solar neutrino flux [45–47]. We cal-
culate the di⇥erential rate for di⇥erent materials in Fig. 1
(see also e.g. [27, 48–50]). Electron recoils have energies
well above the expected DM signal and should be easily
distinguished. Recoiling nuclei, on the other hand, have
energies typically below a keV. The e⇤ciency in convert-
ing this energy into ionized electrons is unknown at these
low energies, but it is expected to be very small [29, 33].
Therefore the neutrino-induced background, for events
in which only one or a few electrons are seen, is at most
O(1) per kg·year and probably much lower.

RESULTS

We now present expected rates of ionization by DM–
electron scattering in LDM direct detection experiments.
A systematic study of possible target materials is beyond
the scope of this letter, but we present illustrative results
for xenon, argon, helium, and germanium. Noble gases
and semiconductors, particularly xenon and germanium,
respectively, are well established detector materials al-
lowing internal amplification of ionized electrons by scin-
tillation or phonon emission. As discussed, single elec-
tron sensitivity has already been achieved using xenon,
while semiconductor targets benefit from low ionization
thresholds (e.g., the bandgap in germanium is 0.7 eV).
Fig. 2 shows the expected 95% exclusion reach after

Light Scalar/
Vector Coupling

Essig et al
Arxiv: 1108.5383

•  Nuclear recoils wouldn’t 
have enough energy 

•  May detect 

•  Ideally requires single 
e-/h+ pair sensitivity 

•  Ge & Si much more 
sensitive than Ar, Xe, & 
He because of small 
bandgap 

•  Essig et al 
  arXiv: 1108.5383 
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irreducible neutrino background. This corresponds to the cross section for which 3.6 events are expected after 1 kg·year. The
right axis shows the event rate assuming a cross section of ⇤e = 10�37 cm2. Results are shown for xenon (blue), argon (red),
germanium (brown), and helium (green) targets. Left: Models with no DM form-factor. The green shaded area indicates
the allowed region for U(1)D (hidden photon) models with mAD

>⇥ 10 MeV. The orange shaded area is the region in which a
particular model of “MeV” DM can explain the INTEGRAL 511 keV ⇥-rays from the galactic bulge [9]. Right: Models with
a very light scalar or vector mediator, for which FDM = �2m2

e/q
2. The blue region indicates the allowed parameter space for a

hidden U(1)D model with a very light (⇤ keV) hidden photon. The darker blue band corresponds to the “Freeze-In” region.
For illustration, constant gD contours are shown with dashed lines, assuming mAD = 8 MeV and ⌅ = 2� 10�3 (left plot) and
mAD = 1 meV and ⌅ = 7� 10�9 (right plot). For more details see the text and the Appendix.

ber of very low energy events. This e⇥ect was ob-
served for single-electron events in ZEPLIN-II [31] and
Xenon10 [32, 33]. One possible explanation is the sec-
ondary ionization of impurities (e.g. oxygen) or of xenon
atoms by primary scintillation photons. Such a back-
ground could be reduced by vetoing events occurring too
close in time to a large event. Another possible explana-
tion is that electrons captured by impurities may eventu-
ally be released and detected a significant time after the
primary event that produced them. The long lifetime of
ionized impurities (e.g. an O�

2 ion takes several seconds
to drift to the anode in ZEPLIN-II) may limit the e⇥ec-
tiveness of a timing veto, and in this case improvements
in purification would be important.

Neutrons. Current direct detection experiments are ef-
fective at shielding against neutron backgrounds. Modi-
fication of existing designs to minimize the very low en-
ergy neutron scattering relevant for LDM detection could
yield further improvements.

Neutrinos. Neutrino scattering with electrons and nu-
clei generates a small but irreducible background. As
with WIMP searches, this may set the ultimate limit to
the reach of LDM direct detection experiments. The neu-
trino background is overwhelmingly dominated by solar
neutrinos, which are theoretically well understood but
only partially measured. Solar neutrinos have typical en-
ergies between 100 keV and 20 MeV and scatter with a
rate given by:

dR

dER
=

� ⇥

Emin
�

dE�
d��

dE�

d�

dER
, (14)

where Emin
� � 1

2 (ER +
⇥
E2

R + 2ERm) is the minimal
neutrino energy required to recoil a particle of mass m
with energy ER, d�/dER is the scattering cross section,
and d��/dE� is the solar neutrino flux [45–47]. We cal-
culate the di⇥erential rate for di⇥erent materials in Fig. 1
(see also e.g. [27, 48–50]). Electron recoils have energies
well above the expected DM signal and should be easily
distinguished. Recoiling nuclei, on the other hand, have
energies typically below a keV. The e⇤ciency in convert-
ing this energy into ionized electrons is unknown at these
low energies, but it is expected to be very small [29, 33].
Therefore the neutrino-induced background, for events
in which only one or a few electrons are seen, is at most
O(1) per kg·year and probably much lower.

RESULTS

We now present expected rates of ionization by DM–
electron scattering in LDM direct detection experiments.
A systematic study of possible target materials is beyond
the scope of this letter, but we present illustrative results
for xenon, argon, helium, and germanium. Noble gases
and semiconductors, particularly xenon and germanium,
respectively, are well established detector materials al-
lowing internal amplification of ionized electrons by scin-
tillation or phonon emission. As discussed, single elec-
tron sensitivity has already been achieved using xenon,
while semiconductor targets benefit from low ionization
thresholds (e.g., the bandgap in germanium is 0.7 eV).
Fig. 2 shows the expected 95% exclusion reach after

U(1)

Essig et al
Arxiv: 1108.5383
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Lowering Thresholds with Phonon Amplification 

Drift phonons 
Charge propagation 

Recoil phonons 

Neganov and Trofimov, Otkryt. Izobret., 146, 215 (1985) 
Luke, J. Appl. Phys., 64, 6858 (1988), Luke	  et	  al.,	  Nucl.	  
Inst.	  Meth.	  Phys.	  Res.	  A,	  289,	  406	  (1990) 
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•  Drifting charges produce “Luke” 
phonons proportional to the 
voltage bias 

•  Noise approximately 
independent of bias 

•  Preliminary tests demonstrated 
~100 eVee thresholds  
  Expect to do better with PPCs 

•  Mirabolfathi et al. in progress 

•  Ionization measurement only, 
so usually no electron/nuclear 
recoil discrimination 
  However, at lowest energies can 

look between e/h peaks 
  Or subtract ERs statistically by 

running at multiple biases (arXiv:
1201.3685) 
W

IM
P

s 

ERs 
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Lowering Thresholds with Phonon Amplification 

Drift phonons 
Charge propagation 

Recoil phonons 

Neganov and Trofimov, Otkryt. Izobret., 146, 215 (1985) 
Luke, J. Appl. Phys., 64, 6858 (1988), Luke	  et	  al.,	  Nucl.	  
Inst.	  Meth.	  Phys.	  Res.	  A,	  289,	  406	  (1990) 
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Akeriib	  et	  al.,	  NIM	  A,	  520,	  163	  (2004)	  
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•  Drifting charges produce “Luke” 
phonons proportional to the 
voltage bias 

•  Noise approximately 
independent of bias 

•  Preliminary tests demonstrated 
~100 eVee thresholds  
  Expect to do better with PPCs 

•  Mirabolfathi et al. in progress 

•  Ionization measurement only, 
so usually no electron/nuclear 
recoil discrimination 
  However, at lowest energies can 

look between e/h peaks 
  Or subtract ERs statistically by 

running at multiple biases (arXiv:
1201.3685) 
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Conclusions 

•  Both SuperCDMS and EDELWEISS Ge detectors 
provide robust, low-risk means to maximum sensitivity at 
ton mass. 

•  Solid-state technologies have fundamentally better 
energy resolution and threshold (more quanta per 
energy) than other techniques. 

•  Many low-noise readout technologies promise to lower 
energy thresholds to revolutionize sensitivity to low-mass 
WIMPs. 
  DAMIC as low as 4 eVee Si but with very low mass,  
  PPCs as low as 100 eVee Ge and likely very low backgrounds 
  Phonon detectors potentially ~10 eV using voltage amplification, 

or sub-eV via reducing Tc’s of athermal phonon sensors 


